
Nightingale Village Meeting 
November 5, 2014 Meeting Notes 

Taken by Nightingale Village Chair Chris Logan 
I. Introductions       
 
Bob Kimble, General Manager was not able to make the meeting. 
 
Charlotte and Larry Dusold, LLCS, Stephen Hembree, Project Manager for Nightingale, and Jim DiMeglio, LLA project liaison were in 
attendance. 
 
II. History of LLCS and Nightingale Project 
 

• Charlotte and Larry explained that the LLCS was formed to oversee the bond process for the CDA, to make sure that the 
money is spent correctly, and to answer to the County Trustee, the holder of the funds. The LLCS was created as a 501 (c ) 3 
(tax free/non-profit) corporation, which also allowed a lower interest rate bond issue. 

• The original construction estimates by WRA (1999) left insufficient funds for roads in Nightingale due to an error regarding 
lack of zoning and platting for a permanent entrance. 

• They explained that there is a little over $400,000 in the construction account and they needed to figure out where the rest 
of the money would come from to fund the road and entrance construction. 

• LLCS had previously increased the amount of available funds (All 5 CDA villages) in 2006 by obtaining an MDE loan (at no 
interest) replacing some of the original CDA bond funds. MDE agreed to fund 45% of the total construction costs because 
this project provided a positive environmental impact to water quality (storm water management) to that extent. 

• At the LLCS’ urging in 2009 (during bidding for Pinehurst and Nightingale) and because of the positive response and actions 
taken by the LLA, Nightingale currently has a permit for the entrance bonded and ready to go. This is one of two permits 
needed to construct the road and drainage project as originally envisioned. 

• The LLCS and LLA agreed on a new design Engineer earlier this year that has proceeded to acquire the necessary permits to 
complete the project. The other permit is very close to completion, comments have been addressed and final process 
should occur before the end of this calendar year (2014). 

• The bidding of 2009 provided verification of true cost to construct and a contractor willing to keep the bid open. However, 
resolving designs, zoning approvals and funding deficiencies over a 5 year time frame has changed previously approved 
amounts of funding. The LLCS required a revised commitment of funding by the LLA. 

• As of 4:30pm on November 5, 2014, LLCS finally received a verbal funding commitment from LLA to fund the rest of the 
money for the project. 

• The LLCS will have their lawyers draft up an agreement for the LLA to sign to commit to the project.  
• Once the funding agreement is signed, the contracts with the construction management engineers will be signed and 

payments forwarded to start the project. First order of priority will be to confirm the construction contract and ready it for 
signing by LLCS. 

• The construction contract will be a 270 day contract, which means that they have 270 days to complete the project once 
the Notice to Proceed is issued by LLCS. Current estimates to issue the NTP are 45 to 60 days from signing of the funding 
agreement. 

 
III. ACC Plan/Plat 
 

• The plat/plan is supposed to be available on the website.  
 
 
IV. Question/Answer Session and Other Business 
 

• Suggestions were made to email Bob Kimble to hold a special session so the funding commitments can get signed. 
• There were no other questions or business 

 
V. Meeting adjourned 


